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Performance-Based Pay in the Federal Government

1. History of Performance Based Pay in the Federal Government

In 1949, the Federal Civil Service implemented the General Schedule and codified it into 

Title 5 of the United States Code governing the Federal civil service.1  Th is method of 

setting pay for all of the Federal civil servants was based on several concepts.  Th e first 

of these was the Federal classification system determined the level of work done by an 

employee and the classification system was based primarily on the complexity of the job 

that the person performed.  Th e intent was that all persons performing work of similar 

complexity would be paid within a similar range of pay.  Th is was a particularly 

important element in determining a person’s pay in that it tried to ensure a certain 

amount of internal equity in the pay of Federal employees.  Employees who were 

determined to be doing similar levels of work would receive similar levels of pay.  It is 

also important to note that Federal employees were not allowed to engage in collective 

bargaining over pay, so pay was supposed to be set at levels that compensated employees 

fairly and allowed the Government to compete with the private sector for the talent that 

it needed. 

Initially, the classification system divided employees into one of 18 diff erent pay grades.  

Subsequently, the top three grades levels were separated from the first 15 levels when 

the Senior Executive Service was created by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 under 

President Carter.2  In general, progression among the various grade levels was 

accomplished by a merit promotion process that evaluated all the persons that wanted 

to be considered for the higher level position. If the employee was determined to be the 

person most qualified for advancement then he/she would be promoted to a higher 

grade level. Each of the 18 grade levels was in fact a range of possible pay.  Each of these 

ranges was divided into ten equal levels called “steps” at which a person could be paid.  

1  Classification Act of 1949, Public Law 81-429
2  Pub. L. 95-454, October 13,1978
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As originally conceived, a new employee would begin by being paid at the first or lowest 

step and progression through these steps was supposed to be based on both performance 

and longevity. If a person performed his/her job adequately they would be advanced to 

the next step based upon how long they had been working at a given grade level. During 

their first three years in a given grade level, if they performed adequately, employees 

would advance to the next step after one year of service.   After their third year of 

service in a particular grade, employees would be advanced to the next three grade 

levels (steps 4-7) only after two years of adequate performance.  Similarly progression to 

steps 8-10 occurred only after three years of adequate performance.  Th is model, both in 

private sector pay and in civil service pay, presupposes some inherent market 

economies.  A very senior person at step 9 or 10 would earn an annual salary at the high 

end of the worth of the position, making it diffi cult for an individual to leave and find 

an employer who will pay them the same or greater salary.  Conversely, at the lower

end, the less senior worker is not yet at the industry average for the position and 

receives more frequent increases; otherwise, they may leave their employer to take a job 

at the middle or higher end of the industry average.  Managers gained ability to use pay 

as a motivating tool in 1955 with the implementation of the Incentive Awards Act that 

allowed cash awards for superior performance.3  President John F. Kennedy signed 

Executive Order 11073 on January 2, 1963, making it possible to advance an employees

base pay faster by granting them what was referred to as a “quality step increase” if their 

performance was deemed exceptional.4  In this way the General Schedule pay system 

attempted to incorporate elements of a sort of pay for performance system while at the 

same time not allowing managers to have too much discretion when it came to 

determining the salary of the employees that they managed.  A critical component of the 

pay system was to ensure that employees were not compensated or rewarded based upon

such things as their political affi liation. For the greater good of the American public, the

Federal service was designed to be a system based upon merit.  It was never intended to 

be an “at will” employment situation and the Supreme Court has held that under article 

3 Government Employees Incentive Award Act, Pub. L. 83-763. November 30, 1954
4 Executive Order 11073, implementing the Federal Salary Reform Act of 1962, Pub. L. 87-793
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14 of the Constitution, a Federal employee may not be denied the “property rights” of 

their employment without due process. Th is pay system which is primarily longevity

based, is rooted on the principal of fairness and equity for positions of similar levels of 

responsibility or scope. Th e unions endorsed the General Schedule with the periodic 

increases based on longevity and it continued to thrive until the composition of the 

Federal workforce began to shift from a largely clerical workforce to one requiring more 

skilled workers and more knowledge workers.  Th is change in the workforce helped 

drive the need for the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA) of 1978 under President Carter, 

which came into eff ect in January 1979.5  Th is was a significant reform eff ort and it 

codified into law the merit principle of, “Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value”.  Th e 

CSRA also abolished the Civil Service Commission and created the Offi ce of Personnel 

Management (OPM) to help align Federal personnel management policies with the 

Administration and to make the Federal personnel policy offi ce more responsive to the 

President.  Th e job protection aspects of the Civil Service Commission were carried on 

by its successor, a newly created, independent agency called the Merit Systems

Protection Board (MSPB). Th e Act also contained several initiatives that helped foster

further moves toward performance based pay. One of these was creating the Senior 

Executive Service to replace the top three grades of the General Schedule.  Th is separate

system for the highest level political appointees and career executives provided the best 

opportunity for developing a diff erent system and today is the most tightly aligned 

Federal system linking pay for performance with organizational goals and objectives.

Th is will be discussed later in the paper.  Th e broader pay for performance system 

enabled by the CSRA was the “merit pay” system for the next lower level of managers,

i.e. GS-13 through GS-15, where portions of their base pay increase were “at risk” and 

dependent upon the performance levels they achieved. Th e formula called for half of 

their annual increase to be put in a merit pay pool along with monies for within grade 

step increases, i.e., longevity increases, and monies for any quality step increases for this

group of managers. Th is system was unfortunately not suffi ciently well thought out and 

it struggled through numerous problems including caps on managerial pay, last minute 

5  Pub. L. 95-454, October 13,1978 
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changes to the formula, and a perception by managers that the new objectives-based

performance appraisal system did not eff ectively rate performance.6  In 1984 it was 

modified by legislation to become the Performance Management Review System 

(PMRS) but many problems remained.  It was finally ended in 1993 in spite of the fact 

that a tremendous amount of eff ort went into training the aff ected workforce on a new 

performance appraisal system that took many agencies from a three level system (pass,

fail, and marginal) to five rating levels with at least two levels above satisfactory.

Insuffi cient funding seriously undermined this performance based pay system.7  Th e 

1.5% of pay that constituted the merit pay pool was insuffi cient to significantly 

diff erentiate among levels of performance achieved and resulted in a peanut butter

spread of the pay pool which obviated the premise that if individuals were to expect 

rewards for higher levels of performance they would strive to achieve that higher level

under Vroom’s expectancy theory of 1964.

Another of the initiatives under the CSRA was a new legislative authority allowing 

demonstration projects. Agencies were increasingly having diffi culty placing new 

positions into the existing classification system, and in paying a market or industry rate 

for the more frequent knowledge jobs appearing in the workforce as well as for jobs in 

certain high cost areas. Numerous agencies began using the demonstration project 

authority for a variety of initiatives.  Soon, other agencies realized that they too could 

devise a method to change the compensation system away from the General Schedule

using this authority. Th e CSRA modified the basic provisions of Title 5, United States 

Code and defined in law a demonstration project as “a project, conducted by OPM, or 

under its supervision, to determine whether a specified change in personnel 

management policies or procedures would result in improved Federal personnel 

management.”8

6 Federal Merit Pay: A Longitudinal Analysis, Jone L. Pearce, James L. Perry, Public Administration Review, Vol. 43, 
No. 4 (Jul. - Aug., 1983), pp. 315-325
7 National Research Council, “Pay for Performance: Evaluating Performance Appraisal and Merit Pay,” National 
Academy Press, 1991, Washington, D.C., p. 27.
8 Title 5, United States Code, ch.47, sec. 4701
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 Th e Department of Defense (DoD) is a large Federal Department with numerous 

subordinate agencies and organizations.  It is a sophisticated employer and it was one of 

the first to start dealing systemically with pay systems to address the changing civil

service workforce and evolving market conditions.  In 1980, the Department of the Navy 

in China Lake, California, created a demonstration program implementing a locally

developed pay system that based pay increases on individual and organizational 

performance. It was extended indefinitely by legislation in 1994 and is still in eff ect 

today.9  Th is initiative caused other agencies to follow.  Th e Department of Commerce 

implemented a similar program for their National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) organization neighboring the Navy China Lake program.  Th ey 

mirrored the Navy’s actions including gaining approval to permanently institutionalize 

the program via legislation two years after the Navy gained their legislation.10 Th ese 

demonstration programs were some of the first designed to utilize pay as a management 

tool.

Th e DoD also used this new special demonstration authority in the CSRA to start the 

Pacer Share demonstration program and the Project Expo or Experimental Personnel 

Offi ce demonstration program.  Th ese large DoD demonstration programs included 

numerous organizations across the Department implementing various initiatives 

including several on pay for performance.  From the inception of the CSRA through 

today there have been 18 diff erent demonstration programs covering about 42,600 

employees approved by OPM.  Ten of these are still running with three others now

permanently in place.11  It is noted that DoD continued to seek more independent 

control and in 2000 obtained authority to self manage their eight Science and 

Technology Labs rather than functioning as OPM controlled demonstration programs.  

9 Public Law (P.L.) 103-337, Section 342.
10 Public Law (P.L.) 104-113, Section 10
11 Alternative Personnel Systems in the Federal Government: A Status Report on Demo Projects and other Performance 
Based Pay Systems, Office of Personnel Management, December 2007
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Th is left OPM with only two non DoD demonstration programs.12 Subsequently, OPM 

has solicited more demonstration projects and has two additional programs in the early 

stages of development.

While numerous agencies were collaborating with OPM to initiate demonstration 

projects in the 1980’s, many more were going direct to Congress and obtaining specific 

legislation that would enable them to establish their own pay systems. Th e movement 

was starting from the organization and agency level upward to obtain a compensation 

system that was more flexible and capable to help achieve mission goals as recruitment 

and retention problems continued to drive the need to reform the General Schedule.

During the 1980’s a variety of Federal agencies began obtaining special legislation to 

permit independent pay systems directly and not go under the auspices of the OPM 

demonstration program.  Th ey obtained the legislation by convincing Congress that 

without special pay authorities (usually involving greater salaries) they would not be 

competitive in employing the type of knowledge workers they needed.  Among the first 

groups of these were the Financial Regulatory agencies which included among others, 

the Comptroller of the Currency that created an independent pay system in 1981.  

Finally in 1989, the Financial Institutions Reform Recovery and Enforcement Act 

(FIRREA) was passed, providing eight of the financial regulatory agencies with broad 

pay reform authority in order to keep them competitive with the institutions they were 

regulating.13 Th is legislation for the FIRREA agencies was part of a major push to move 

away from the constraints of the General Schedule.

 About this same time, the National Commission on Public Service, headed by the 

former Chair of the Federal Reserve, Paul A. Volcker, was addressing “the quiet crisis”

of the government falling behind the private sector in obtaining talent. Th e National 

Commission’s recommendations in 1989 helped convince congress to pass the Federal 

12 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001 (P.L. 106-398) Section 1114.
13 Public Law (P.L.) 101-73, August 9, 1989
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Employees Pay and Comparability Act of 1990 or FEPCA.14  Th is act, now codified into 

Title 5 US Code, was intended to address the need for pay reform in the Executive 

branch that became apparent in the 1980’s as Federal civil service salaries fell behind 

those in the private sector. FEPCA addressed both pay comparability and flexibility 

issues to support recruitment and retention issues. FEPCA provided guidelines to 

achieve pay comparability between Federal and non-Federal jobs by providing for a 

two-part annual pay adjustment for General Schedule workers.  First with an across-

the-board pay adjustment and secondly with a locality pay adjustment that varied by 

pay locality. Th e President has authority under FEPCA to submit an "alternative" pay 

plan with a lower raise than that called for by the FEPCA formula (or none at all) "if 

because of national emergency or serious economic conditions aff ecting the general 

welfare".15 Although FEPCA provides for an automatic formula to determine the annual 

pay raise, this formula was and continues to be ignored due to the cost of 

implementation. In reality, the final pay raise has been decided by Congress, which has

historically authorized higher increases than those originally requested by the President 

in his annual budget submissions. FEPCA also provided greater flexibilities to agencies 

to help them become more competitive, externally, with the private sector.  FEPCA 

allowed agencies to pay bonuses for recruitment, retention, and relocation.  It also 

provided expansion of special salary rates for certain positions up to 60% above the 

General Schedule.

2. Performance Based Pay Research and Policy Work

A large amount of research has been done and many new policies have occurred over

the last 30 years on performance based pay in the Federal government by individuals,

academics, agencies, and associations. Th is paper highlights some of the more prolific 

and influential work in context with the attempts and rationale to move away from the 

General Schedule pay system; to provide more delegated authorities to individual

14  Public Law (P.L.) 101-509, Nov. 5, 1990
15 5 U.S.C. Section 5303(b)(1)
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organizations or agencies; and to install a performance based pay system into the 

Federal civil service.

Recruitment, retention and pay comparability issues were examined by numerous 

groups, one being the National Academy for Public Administration (NAPA) starting in 

1991. NAPA is an independent, non profit organization chartered by the Congress to 

study and improve governance at the federal, state, and local level.  NAPA has done 

considerable work and published numerous reports in the area of broad banding and 

performance based pay in the Federal sector.  Individually and collectively their reports 

have influenced policy makers.  NAPA issued its first seminal work in this area in 1991 

describing the concept of pay banding to allow 10 job families and 3 band levels.16

NAPA made a recommendation in their 1991 broad banding study to allow agencies to 

use “pay banding” which would band together several grade levels of jobs for the 

purpose of addressing salary shortfalls and an inability to attract candidates.  One band 

would consist of entry level through developmental to full performance.  Another band 

would encompass senior journey level and first level supervision, i.e., GS 12-13 and 

another band would cover managers at the GS-13 through GS-15 levels. In February

1992, all agency personnel directors were convened in Charlottesville, Virginia, by the 

OPM Director, Connie Newman, to consider the NAPA recommendations for pay 

banding and the need for such a step with the new promise of FEPCA. Th e NAPA 

recommendations were not endorsed by the group as it was felt that the new FEPCA

authorities would address salary and recruitment concerns.17

It became apparent that FEPCA alone would not solve these problems and subsequently,

in 1995, NAPA published a document describing how several alternatives using pay 

banding could be operational.18 Th ese operational models included pay for performance 

as well as other alternatives for advancement in the pay banding system. In July of 2002, 

NAPA published a summary of their Human Resources Management Research for the 

16 Modernizing Federal Classification: An Opportunity for Excellence, NAPA. July 1991
17 Notes of the author as an attendee
18 Modernizing Federal Classification: Operational Broad Banding Systems Alternatives, NAPA August 1995
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second National Commission on the Public Service, headed again by the former Federal 

Reserve Chairman, Paul Volcker.  In this report, NAPA summarized what had often 

been felt to be one of the main complaints about the current system when it stated that, 

“Rewards and incentives for high performers are considered inadequate.”19

Furthermore, their recommendations to the National Commission on Public Service 

stated that it was especially important to abolish the General Schedule and incorporate 

broad banding where feasible and to provide for performance with variable pay as a 

greater proportion of the overall compensation.20  Th ese conclusions helped shape the 

advice and opinion of the National Commission on Public Service and subsequently 

some members of Congress, some in the Administration, and numerous agency policy 

offi cials.  However, these recommendations did not convince everyone of the need to 

move quickly to that model. 

The private sector was also moving toward broad-banding at this time. Evaluative data 

developed by the Hewitt Associates for the American Compensation Association 

indicates that 27 of the Fortune 500 companies used broad-banding in 1992, 58 in 1993, 

and 200 in 1994.  Th at is an increase from five percent to forty percent in two years. In 

another study of the time, the William M. Mercer Corporation reported that about one-

third of 2,700 U.S. companies surveyed were using broad-banding or considering its 

use.21 It would take more than a decade and several Congressional approvals of

individual agency authorities for new pay systems before the Federal service in total

began to consider adopting pay for performance to achieve necessary business 

objectives of addressing recruitment and retention problems.

The Government Accountability Offi ce (GAO) is a major research arm of Congress.

Th e GAO responds to Congressional requests to study a variety of topics in the area of 

19 Summary of Human Resource Management Research by NAPA for the National Commission on Public Service, 
July 2002, p.7
20 Summary of Human Resource Management Research by NAPA for the National Commission on Public Service, 
July 2002, p.12
21 Modernizing Federal Classification: Operational Broad-banding Systems Alternatives, NAPA, August 1995, p5
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improved government operations which incorporates federal personnel policies and 

practices including initiatives in pay banding and performance based pay. In the early 

years after the passage of the CSRA, the GAO was called the General Accounting Offi ce.  

Th ere were relatively few Congressional requests to look into Federal personnel 

practices and almost no specific activity around moving from the General Schedule or 

moving the government to pay for performance. GAO began looking into this issue as 

the concept heated up under the transformational leadership of David M. Walker, the 

current Comptroller General of the United States.  Mr. Walker took offi ce on November 

9, 1998 and he has a 15 year appointment.  This fact alone insures the impact of his 

tenure and his continuity in being a champion of human capital management reform 

both inside his agency and across the government. 

Within the GAO it is notable that Comptroller General Walker obtained legislation to 

allow his agency to practice what he was preaching and for his agency to be a model in 

the government.  Th e GAO Personnel Flexibilities Act of 200022 and the GAO Human 

Capital Reform Act of 200423 were enabling pieces of legislation to help bring about the 

large scale transformational changes that the Comptroller General wanted to see at 

GAO and across the Federal government. It is noted that most of the pay for 

performance changes within GAO were in the 2004 Act.

 Th e legislation in 2000 also changed the name of GAO to the Government 

Accountability Offi ce and Comptroller General Walker quickly began incorporating

accountability into the Human Capital Management arena by publishing a series of 

reports on Human Capital.  One of the first such reports in January of 2000, stated that 

if agencies were to have eff ective implementation of performance based management as 

envisioned by the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993,24 then they needed 

to strategically manage their most important asset, Human Capital.25 Th is theme was 

22 GAO Personnel Flexibilities Act, Pub. L 106-303, enacted October 13, 2000
23 GAO Human Capital Reform Act of 2004, Pub. L. 108-271, enacted July 7, 2004
24 Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. Pub. L. 103-62, August 3, 1993
25 Key Principles from Nine Private Sector Organizations. GAO-GGD-00-28, Jan 31, 2000
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reinforced by providing the Congress with a list of questions to ask potential political 

appointees including how they would strategically manage their human capital program 

responsibilities.26  Th e Comptroller General also placed Strategic Human Capital 

Management on the “high risk list” government-wide 27 and followed up in 2002 by 

providing a model of Strategic Human Capital Management.28  Th e GAO also studied, at 

the request of Congress, pay for performance initiatives of the agencies with

demonstration projects.  Th e GAO reported that they strongly supported the concept, 

but stated that the demonstration projects ability to show an understanding of how to 

better link pay to performance is very much a work in progress at the federal level.29

Th e OPM has played both a policy role and a research role in compensation or pay 

banding, in that they report to Congress on the status of demonstration projects and 

evaluate the results of those projects in preparing guidance and government-wide

policy.  Th ey also gain information through agency inspections and program reviews to 

insure compliance with the civil service laws and OPM regulations. One of the central 

purposes of the 1978 CSRA in disbanding the Civil Service Commission and creating 

OPM was to make the civil service personnel system more responsive to the needs of the 

Administration.  Th is included a political appointee as the OPM Director who served as 

the Presidents’ agent. While this, on occasion, creates an uncertainty of bias around the 

conclusions of their reports, the OPM has nevertheless developed and published a 

wealth of information on agency experiences in demonstration projects and on similar 

legislatively approved variances for pay systems. Th ey also have extensive material 

available on their website regarding every aspect of performance management about 

which they have published information.30 One of their more seminal works was initiated 

under a “Strategic Compensation Initiative” which was begun under the Clinton 

administration and completed under the current Bush administration.  Th is “white

26 Potential Questions to Elicit Nominees’ Views for Management Challenges, GAO-01-332R. Jan 18, 2001
27 Major Management Challenges and Program Risks: A Government-wide Perspective, GAO -01-241, January 2001
28 A Model of Strategic Human Capital Management, GAO-02-373SP. March 15, 2002
29 Implementing Pay for Performance at Selected Personnel Demonstrations Projects, GAO-04-83.January 2004
30 See http://www.opm.gov/perform/sitemap.asp
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paper” on compensation outlined the problems with the General Schedule and was 

intended to provoke discussions on how to move beyond it to a more modern system 

for compensation.31  Th rough multiple administrations, OPM has been a continuous 

supporter of good management practices, solid foundations of communication, and

linking agency strategic goals to individual performance goals. Th ey continue to do this 

even while helping champion a larger scale movement towards pay for performance 

across large agencies like the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and DoD.  

However, OPM does not blindly support pay for performance as they recently noted, 

“As generally accepted by researchers, a well-planned pay-for-performance system can

work in an organization with the appropriate appraisal program and performance 

culture.”32 (emphasis added)

Th e Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) is an independent agency with statutory 

responsibility to conduct studies of the Federal civil service and other merit systems in 

the executive branch.  MSPB conducts objective, non-partisan studies that assess and 

evaluate Federal merit systems’ policies, operations and practices.  Th e studies typically

take a government-wide view with a long-term perspective on merit and eff ective 

human capital management. Th ey also conduct a review of significant actions of OPM 

and have the authority to set aside any OPM regulation or policy that on its face or in 

practice would constitute a prohibited personnel practice.33 Th e MSPB has a reflective 

look on how policy has been implemented including best practices rather than a 

prospective one to formulate policy.  MSPB has looked at the initial CSRA inspired 

merit pay program initiated for managers34and has twice looked at the Senior Executive 

Service in 1989,35 and in 1990.36 Th e evolving movement toward pay for performance in

DHS and DoD combined with the legislation proposed by the Administration in 2006 to 

31 A Fresh Start for Federal Pay: The Case for Modernization, Kay Coles James, Director, OPM April 2002
32 Pay for Performance: Your Performance Management Program Is the Foundation, OPM, April 2007
33 5 USC Section 1204 (f) (2) (A) and (B)
34 Status Report on Performance Appraisal and Merit Pay Among Mid-Level Employees, MSPB, June 1981
35 Senior Executive Service: Views of Former Federal Employees, MSPB, October 1, 1989
36 SES Pay Setting and Reassignments: Expectations vs Reality, MSPB, October 1, 1990 
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permit all agencies to move to a performance based system37 caused MSPB to study the 

issue from their longer term view.  Th eir report highlights some of the benefits and 

risks associated with pay for performance and addresses decision points in the design of 

a pay for performance system.38 Th eir study delves deeper into each feature necessary 

for a successful pay for performance system in order to help raise agency awareness of 

the hurdles they face in implementing a pay for performance system.

Private sector research has also frequently looked at how to achieve greater 

performance.  Th e Corporate Executive Board (CEB) is a leading provider of best 

practice research and analysis focusing on corporate strategy, operations, and general 

management issues. Th e CEB provides its integrated set of services currently to more 

than 2,800 of the world’s largest and most prestigious corporations, including over 80 

percent of Fortune 500 companies. Th eir Corporate Leadership Council provides 

Human Resources best practices research, executive education, and decision-support

services to a large global network of HR executives. Th e Council focuses on topics that 

are most critical for senior HR executives: employee engagement, performance 

management, leadership development and succession management, diversity, HR 

service delivery, and executive compensation. Th eir findings indicate that employee 

engagement on both an emotional level and a rational level have the greatest impact on 

performance.  Th e rational level includes systems like a pay for performance system.  

However, their research indicates that the emotional level of engagement is four times 

more powerful in driving employee eff ort than rational engagement.39

Th eir findings suggest that if the objective is greater performance, then more 

management eff ort should be spent on achieving employee engagement through the 

emotional side.  Th e rational side, which includes compensation and benefits, matter 

37 Working For America Act (draft proposal) as of February 2006
38 Designing an Effective Pay for Performance Compensation System, MSPB, January 2006
39 Driving Performance and Retention Through Employee Engagement, Corporate Leadership Council, Catalog 
no:CLC12MSALD, Washington DC, p. 4
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more to retention than to employee eff ort.  Having a pay for performance system 

(rational side) is not in their top 25 levers of engagement.

In a broader more independent review by a non government entity, the Commission on 

Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education found in 1991, that most of the research 

examining the relationship between pay for performance plans and increased

performance focused on individual incentive plans such as piece rates. By design, these 

plans most closely approximate the ideal motivational conditions prescribed by 

expectancy and goal-setting theories, and the research indicates that they can motivate 

employees and improve individual-level performance. However, the contextual 

conditions under which these plans improve performance without negative, unintended 

consequences are restricted; these conditions include simple, structured jobs in which 

employees are autonomous, work settings in which employees trust management to set 

fair and accurate performance goals, and an economic environment in which employees 

feel that their jobs and basic wage levels are relatively secure. Because these conditions,

especially the job conditions, are not found collectively in many organizations they do 

not apply to many jobs.40 Th ey went on to point out that merit pay plans have some 

design features, such as the addition of pay increases to base salary, and the use of 

individual performance measures, including both quantitative and qualitative 

objectives, that can help avoid some of the negative consequences of individual 

incentives plans.  However, these characteristics may also dilute the plans' potential to 

motivate employees.

3. Current State of Performance Based Pay

As discussed previously, an agency that has transformed itself and adopted a 

performance based and market based pay system, is the General Accounting Offi ce.  

40 Pay for Performance: Evaluating Performance Appraisal and Merit Pay for Performance. Commission on 
Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, National Academies of Sciences, Washington DC, 1991. p 89
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Th eir transformation started under the influential leadership of David M. Walker in 

November 1998, and included a subsequent name change to the Government 

Accountability Offi ce.  Th at transformation is significant in terms of change 

management as consistent leadership and recognition of a burning need for change are 

two hallmarks of a successful change eff ort. 

 Comptroller General Walker’s 15 year term is now slightly less than two-thirds

through. As is the case in many organizations, Comptroller General Walker felt the 

GAO had inflated performance appraisal ratings.  When he arrived at GAO the 

performance appraisal ratings were on a 5 point scale and his organization had an 

average rating of 4.62.  Th is made it very diffi cult to diff erentiate between middle and 

top performers and this was felt to be a major structural barrier to transforming the 

agency.41   He initially attempted disciplining the existing system to bring down the 

average performance rating and cause performance appraisals to more accurately reflect 

the diff erentiating levels of performance across the GAO workforce.  Th is eff ort met 

with minimal success and the return of performance appraisal creep (4.16 and 4.18 and 

4.26 respectively in the next three cycles).

Consequently, in 2002 he led GAO in a vast reform to change the performance 

management system as well as move to pay bands and pay for performance. Th is 

resulted in a drop in the average performance ratings to 2.19 and 2.30 and 2.34 in the 

following three cycles. It also led to some consternation within the organization as 

people accepted or did not accept this cultural change. However, Comptroller General 

Walker felt this systemic change to the performance management system was necessary 

to drive the type of change, to both the performance culture and to the organizational 

direction, he wanted to achieve at GAO.  His continued personal presence, personality 

and persistence provide the highest probability for a successful cultural change in any 

Federal agency.  Change in the Federal government is often diffi cult for a variety of 

reasons. Th e length of service for the average political appointee is about 18 months,

41 Presentation by the Honorable David M. Walker, to Merit Systems Protection Board, April 20, 2006
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making their ability to persevere through significant change such as establishing a 

performance based culture in an organization, nearly impossible.42  Most researchers in 

change management conclude that cultural change takes 4-7 years to accomplish and 

the rapid turnover of the chief executive in an organization and his or her top team,

rarely allow a continuous transition to their replacements.

 In 2005, new legislation created the Department of Homeland Security43 and provided it 

with numerous special authorities for human capital management as well as additional 

legislation providing similar new authorities to the Department of Defense, creating the 

National Security Personnel System (NSPS)44.  Th ese two large agencies comprise more 

than half of the Civil Service and their authorities are matched with President George

W. Bush’s eff orts to make government more accountable and more results oriented.  

Accordingly, a greater emphasis has been placed on performance based pay in the 

Federal Government since 2001.  Within each of these two large Departments somewhat 

minimal progress has occurred.  In both Departments dramatic changes to the labor 

management relationship were defined by the new legislation and perceived by the 

unions as setting them back many years to a less respectful relationship.  Th e lack of 

union involvement in crafting these two pieces of legislation and their subsequent 

concerns with the legislation fueled union opposition to many of the changes the new 

legislation allowed. Th is included any endorsement of a pay for performance proposal 

until the unions’ central issue of their standing was agreed.  Lawsuits were fi led by the 

unions and initial court decisions were favorable to them.  Even after considerable labor 

management meetings on a new performance management system, the DHS has not 

been able to implement a pay for performance system. 

42 Carolyn Ban and Patricia W. Ingraham, Political Appointee Mobility and its Impact on Political-Career Relations in 
the Reagan Administration. Administration & Society, Vol. 22, No. 1, 106-124 (1990)

43 Homeland Security Act of 2003, Pub. L. 107-296, sec. 1322
44 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001 (P.L. 106-398) Section 1114
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 At the Defense Department there was considerable initial discussion about the new 

NSPS.  Just as at DHS no agreement was reached with the unions. However, DoD made 

a unilateral decision to roll out the system as last discussed with the unions to only non 

bargaining units.  DoD spent considerable eff ort training supervisors and employees on 

the new system as they spiraled it out to ever growing numbers of non bargaining unit 

organizations.  Th ey accomplished a dry run of the new performance management 

system to show how payouts would link with the ratings in the initial cycle and then 

began phasing in actual payouts in the next cycle.  Accordingly, about 15% of the DoD 

civilian workforce is covered under the initial spirals of implementation. In the 2006 

rating year about 11,000 workers received actual payouts and in 2007, a larger spiral 

totaling 110,000 employees received actual adjustments under the new system. Th e 

average raise for the General Schedule was 4.49%.  However, the DoD group in this 

same geographic pay area averaged a 5.9% base pay increase plus a 1.7% bonus.45  Only

5,425 employees out of the 110,000 received an amount less than their General Schedule 

counterparts, indicating that the new system has notably raised the payroll costs in the 

pay for performance group.  NSPS had numerous internal disagreements early on with 

the demonstration labs wanting to continue their own successful pay for performance 

systems.  Th ey were being forced to adopt the new NSPS until legislative protections 

were inserted by Senator Voinovich.  Th ey continue to remain outside the NSPS until at 

least October of 2011 because of language in the 2008 Defense Authorization Act as do 

all Wage Grade or blue-collar jobs. Th is latest law also reaffi rms full collective 

bargaining rights for unions.46  Th is implies that extending the pay for performance 

system to bargaining unit employees will likely be slowed or perhaps will never occur.

Th e Congressional interest in oversight of how NSPS is implemented is further 

demonstrated by the fact that the 2008 law also requires an annual review of DoD by the 

GAO, to determine both internal employee satisfaction with the system and whether or 

not accountability mechanisms are in place.  DoD is also limited to expanding NSPS

coverage by no more than 100,000 employees per year.

45 Stephen Barr, “For Many Defense Workers, a Day With Some Merit”, Federal Diary column, The Washington Post, 
January 25, 2008
46 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (P.L. 110-181) Section 1106
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Other Federal agencies such as the FIRREA agencies continue to tweak their own 

systems which vary greatly.  For example, the Federal Deposit Insurance Company 

(FDIC) adopted a pass fail performance appraisal system with pay raises based on 

comparative contributions for those who pass. Th eir HR Director cited lessons learned 

to insure that the system allows for significantly diff erent awards and stated that more 

graduated levels of awards were preferable to fewer levels of awards.47  Other individual 

agencies with varying systems permitted either by FIRREA or by their own legislation 

are relatively small and have limited influence to include those with demonstration

project authority.  Individually they are too small and collectively they are too diverse, 

to convince Congress that pay for performance should or should not be adopted

government-wide.

4. Legal and Political Dynamics of Performance Based Pay in the Federal workforce

Th e movement toward performance based pay has grown out of agency desires for 

greater flexibility than what is available in the General Schedule.  Th e nature of the 

Federal sector requires a solution that is acceptable to a myriad of stakeholders in this 

issue.  As previously discussed, there has been considerable legislation passed to help 

address the identified issues including the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 that allowed 

demonstration projects to vary from the General Schedule.  Th ere were also numerous

pieces of specific legislation enabling individual organizations to make their 

demonstration projects permanent and many more pieces of legislation that specifically 

enabled organizations to establish their own system separate from the General Schedule 

without a demonstration project or OPM guidance or approval.

Th e political minds have also continued to address this issue.  Th e report of the 

National Performance Review (NPR) under Vice President Gore was adopted by 

47 Miguel Torrado, Symposium on Market Based and Performance-oriented Pay Systems, Sponsored by MSPB, GAO, 
OPM, NAPA and Partnership for Public Service, March 9, 2005
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President Clinton in his administration’s plan for Creating a Government that Works 

Better and Costs Less. One of the major recommendations was to reform the General 

Schedule Classification and Pay System.  Th is included a requirement for the OPM 

Director to submit proposed legislation to remove all grade-level classification criteria 

from the law which would further the concept of broad-banding and broad pay system 

flexibilities.48 Th e follow-up report to assess implementation of NPR recommendations 

was done in 1994 by the National Partnership Council (NPC) whose composition 

included national level unions.  Th e NPC reiterated the need for legislation to require 

OPM to broaden government-wide classification criteria for agency broad-banding

systems. Th e NPC also waffl ed by saying that any changes to the basic pay system 

should be done after more experience was gained with the pay flexibilities provided 

under FEPCA or the use of alternative personnel system authority.49 Th ese mixed 

messages of support by the varied stakeholders in the NPC left OPM reticent to move 

quickly.

When President George W. Bush came to offi ce, he stated that if reform is to help the 

Federal Government adapt to a rapidly changing world, its primary objectives must be 

to a government that is Citizen Centered, Results Oriented, and Market Based.50  His 

administration went on to develop the Presidents Management Agenda (PMA) which 

became the scorecard of five critical areas (one of which is Human Capital) by which 

the performance of his cabinet would be judged.  OPM and the Offi ce of Management 

and Budget (OMB) in the Executive Offi ce of Th e President collaborate to give the 

ratings to cabinet level Departments and many agencies in the Human Capital 

Management area.  Th ey also collaborate to give advice and guidance to agencies on 

how to achieve a higher rating on the elements.  OMB also measures progress on the 

related initiative in the PMA of “competitive sourcing”.  Th is is one of the five PMA 

48 National Performance Review, Creating a Government That Works Better and Costs Less: Reinventing Human 
Resource Management, Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C., September 1993, 163.
49National Partnership Council, Report to the President on Implementing Recommendations of the
National Performance Review, January 1994, p. 31.
50 White House Press Release, July 11, 2001
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objectives whereby agencies are to look at all jobs and determine if they are “inherently

governmental” or if they could be done more eff ectively or effi ciently by the private 

sector. Nearly 850,000 jobs were identified for consideration and the President’s

initiative was to have half of them, or about 425,000 jobs, undergo competition to see if 

it was more effi cient to keep them in the Federal sector or not. Th e net result over the 

reported years of this initiative covers 1243 competitions through fiscal year 2006 which 

have resulted in 83% of the jobs being retained in the Federal sector.51 Th is is notably at 

variance with the DoD reported history from 1978 onward when similar competitions 

were done under the A-76 guidelines and a result in the 50-60 percent range was 

achieved.52 Significant savings is reported on each initiative although the cost of holding

a competition for a function and then not moving it is not stated in the total savings.

OMB estimates are that a twenty percent savings is realized by the Federal organization 

creating the “most effi cient organization” in preparation for the competition with the 

private sector.

Th e attack of September 11, 2001, helped create a need to reorganize the Federal 

government and this resulted in the creation of the DHS which aligned 22 diff erent 

agencies from across the government under a single new Department and provided the 

Department and its approximately 198,000 civilian employees, considerable flexibility 

for personnel systems.53  Th e initiative to reorganize various agencies also included 

shifting several agencies within DoD and providing DoD with needed personnel 

flexibilities to meet national security mandates.  While the DHS personnel flexibilities 

were straightforwardly addressed through congressional committees the DoD 

authorities were not brought through congressional committees and sub-committees

dealing with Civil Service Reform.  Instead DoD obtained legislation via their annual

Authorizations Act to allow similar authorities to the Department of Homeland 

Security.54  Th is back door approach rather than addressing the need for civil service 

51 http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/procurement/comp_src/cs_report_fy2006.pdf p. 6 
52 http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/procurement/comp_src/cs_report_fy2006.pdf p. 13
53 Homeland Security Act of 2003. Pub.L.107-296, Sec.1322
54 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004., Pub.L.108-136, Nov 24, 2003
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reform through appropriate committees in Congress greatly vexed some Members

although the measure still easily passed.  It also provided a foothold for labor union 

arguments against the proposals being implemented.  Considerable time and energy was 

spent with joint labor management committees and in Federal court. Both Departments 

combined have over 900,000 employees which are more than half of the total civil 

service.  Th erefore, these two agency “experiments” will have a large impact on the 

future of the Federal personnel management system. 

In 2006, the Administration proposed legislation to permit all Federal agencies to move 

toward pay for performance with the Working for America Act. Th e unions actively 

opposed the concept and lobbied against it.  Numerous concerned Senators including 

George Voinovich and Susan Collins and Members of Congress including Tom Davis, 

Joanne Davis, Danny Davis, and Steny Hoyer recommended a more wait and see 

attitude on how the DHS and DoD models worked. Th ere was no sponsor of the 

legislation in either the House or Senate and the energy created around the proposed act 

dissipated although the need for such reform remains.

    5. Conclusion

Pay for performance is not new in the Federal government.  Th is paper helps to show

why it has been implemented in fi ts and starts and why we are likely to see more of the 

same. Th ere is still insuffi cient political capital around this issue to create legislation 

that would allow any Federal agency to move from the General Schedule and create a 

broad banding system let alone one that mandates progression via pay for performance. 

As more government agencies venture into pay for performance compensation systems 

and base a greater percentage of salary on individual and organizational 

accomplishments, there is greater concern about whether they will succeed in 

preserving other merit principles including “fair and equitable treatment” for all 

employees and protecting employees against “arbitrary action” and “personal
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favoritism.”55  A pay for performance system can provide more reward for the high 

performer and can help address the incorrigibly poor performer.  However, focusing on 

the ends of the bell curve has its limits.  If 15% of your staff are high performers and 5% 

are the incorrigibly poor performers, how does a pay for performance system impact the 

remaining majority?  Can such a system make this eighty percent more engaged in their 

work or improve productivity?  Is the underlying appraisal system suffi ciently 

sophisticated and relevant that both employees and managers will be able to rate, see, 

and accept the diff erentiations in performance as they are translated to meaningful 

distinctions in pay?  Is pay a major motivator of performance or employee engagement 

in an organization? 

 In the Federal sector the Defense Department and the Department of Homeland 

Security initiatives will have a tremendous impact on the rest of the government’s

ability to move away from the General schedule.  Th e statistical fairness of their pay for 

performance systems and their ability to shift organizational performance are far less 

important than how they are perceived by the stakeholders including employees, 

unions, and the Congress.  In a system with nearly two million employees and many 

more stakeholders, varied perceptions remain around an issue upon which we should 

not expect prompt agreement. It is the nature of the beast regardless of the type of 

organization.  Resistance and mistrust will be present unless a collaborative eff ort has 

been undertaken to establish a credible performance appraisal system prior to venturing 

into pay for performance.  Th e larger the organization, the more diffi cult it is to build 

the trust and gain the consensus of the stakeholders.  Allowing smaller organizational 

entities to establish their own pay for performance systems would increase chances for 

success whether it is an agency within a government department or a school within a 

district.  Major changes such as replacing a pay system create a crucial opportunity for 

innovation. Th ere are numerous key decision points to consider in determining 

55 Title 5, United States Code, ch. 23, sec.2301
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whether an individual organization is ready to make such a transition.56  Implementing 

such a system presents unique opportunities and challenges. If done correctly, it can 

help obtain the objective of increasing individual and organizational performance. It

can also have a positive impact on a secondary objective of recruiting high performing 

individuals.  However, if done improperly, it can have a substantial detrimental aff ect 

on recruitment, performance and retention. 

Th ere has been a lack of measures to evaluate whether or not such systems are 

successful.  Measures must include more than achievement of objectives or increased 

outputs.  Congress has included a two pronged measurement of NSPS success by tasking

GAO to look at internal employee satisfaction and whether accountability mechanisms 

are in place.  Th is seems in concert with the ongoing initiatives by OPM in their Federal 

Human Capital Survey and MSPB in their Merit Principles Survey to question 

employees government-wide on their views. It is crucial to take the pulse of the 

workforce on whether these systems are aiding retention and adding to the important 

levers in employee engagement. Successfully implementing such a change is much more 

than a process.  It must make a real diff erence in employee’s work lives.  It must direct 

resources – that is people, money, and training – where they are most needed.  To do 

otherwise is to gamble with the commitment and productivity of Federal employees.  

Th at is a gamble the Federal government and the American people can ill aff ord.

56 See, Designing an Effective Pay for Performance Compensation System, Merit Systems Protection Board, 
Washington DC, January 2006
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Appendix A

The 2008 General Schedule

Grade Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8 Step 9 Step 10
WITHIN
GRADE

AMOUNTS
1 17046 17615 18182 18746 19313 19646 20206 20771 20793 21324 VARIES
2 19165 19621 20255 20793 21025 21643 22261 22879 23497 24115 VARIES
3 20911 21608 22305 23002 23699 24396 25093 25790 26487 27184 697
4 23475 24258 25041 25824 26607 27390 28173 28956 29739 30522 783
5 26264 27139 28014 28889 29764 30639 31514 32389 33264 34139 875
6 29276 30252 31228 32204 33180 34156 35132 36108 37084 38060 976
7 32534 33618 34702 35786 36870 37954 39038 40122 41206 42290 1084
8 36030 37231 38432 39633 40834 42035 43236 44437 45638 46839 1201
9 39795 41122 42449 43776 45103 46430 47757 49084 50411 51738 1327

10 43824 45285 46746 48207 49668 51129 52590 54051 55512 56973 1461
11 48148 49753 51358 52963 54568 56173 57778 59383 60988 62593 1605
12 57709 59633 61557 63481 65405 67329 69253 71177 73101 75025 1924
13 68625 70913 73201 75489 77777 80065 82353 84641 86929 89217 2288
14 81093 83796 86499 89202 91905 94608 97311 100014 102717 105420 2703
15 95390 98570 101750 104930 108110 111290 114470 117650 120830 124010 3180
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